DESCRIPTION
Through visual modeling and self-service analytics, Apptio IT Cost Transparency transforms your general ledger cost data into the true, fully-burdened costs of your services, technology towers, projects, and other important dimensions of Information Technology. In the Getting Started with Cost Transparency course, you begin this process by implementing the finance layer (your general ledger to the IT resource towers) for both cost and budget.

Note: To allow Apptio University students to more easily manage and schedule their time, this course is delivered in 3-hour segments over 2 consecutive days.

TARGET AUDIENCE
» Technology Business Management Technical Analyst
» Technology Business Management Data Analyst

OBJECTIVES
• Identify modules and components and how Cost Transparency fits in.
• Create and configure a Service Library and Cost Transparency project.
• Implement the finance layer of the Cost Transparency model including cost source, labor, fixed assets, and IT resource towers.
• Identify data you need to implement each component in the finance layer.
• Discuss when you need to manipulate the data and learn how to create the custom columns you require.
• Utilize the Data Mapper to map data to the master data sets.
• Update the cost and budget models.
• Review reports highlighting issues with your data, costs, or budgets that require action.